Oferta de Trabajo
Software Developer /
Software Tester

A partir de noviembre 2022
trabajamos para nuestros clientes
tambien desde Valladolid
Reference: 11/2022/VA

comlet Verteilte Systeme GmbH
We turn components into intelligent systems. Our proven connectivity solutions allow our customers to develop their
products quickly and easily. Additionally, we offer adaptations, extensions, maintenance and testing of customer
solutions. From conception to release and maintenance, from mobile IoT apps to cloud connectivity: We are at home
in embedded software development. Our clients come from a wide range of sectors, including connected car,
autonomous driving, smart farming, industrial IoT and smart energy.
Our head office is located in Zweibrücken with branch offices in Munich and Darmstadt. For our newest office, which
we will open in November on the UVa campus, we are looking for you. Our wide range of projects that address various
domains and are located in different countries has a duration between several months and several years and is
worked on by teams of different sizes. We cover every software aspect from the development of a single new
customer feature to the testing of existing software systems to the development of complete software architectures.
If you want to be part of an intercultural team and contribute to the digital transformation, then we are looking right
for you. Your workplace will be in Valladolid. In order to quickly become familiar with our company, on‐boarding is
planned in Germany (for a few weeks).

Your profile
You are ideally suited for this position if you have acquired your Master's or Bachelor's degree in computer sciences or
telecommunications. You have good knowledge in software engineering and at least basic knowledge in object‐
oriented programming. You are familiar with one of the following languages: Java, C , C++ or Kotlin. Knowledge of
scripting languages such as Python is desirable. Good knowledge of English rounds off your profile.
Knowledge in the following areas is an advantage: Linux, real‐time operating systems, Android, Big Data, Industrial IoT,
Model Based SW Development or Matlab Simulink.

What we offer
A contract of permanent employment as well as a wide range of benefits including flexible hours, recreational time,
development opportunities, additional financial benefits and much more.
We stay connected with the latest in research and teaching by cooperation with universities. We provide solid and
above‐average growth as well as satisfied employees and professional development opportunities.
Please send your application to manuel.duque‐anton@comlet.de. Please submit all documents in PDF format.

We look forward to hearing from you!

comlet Verteilte Systeme GmbH
Manuel Duque Antón
PO Box 1201
66462 Zweibrücken
E‐mail: manuel.duque‐anton@comlet.de

